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5 Software Quality Metrics That Matter

Which software quality metrics matter most? That’s the question we all need to ask. If your company is dedicated to developing high-quality software, then you need a definition for what “high-quality” actually looks like. This means understanding different aspects of...






A Complete Guide to Object Recognition Software

Testing GUI elements in your application can be a long and tedious process if you don’t have the right tools. There are powerful object recognition testing tools available, but they’re not always the most user-friendly and efficient. So we’re going to look at how...






The Ins and Outs of Pairwise Testing

Software testing typically involves taking user requirements and stories to create test cases that provide a desired level of coverage. Many of these tests contain a certain level of redundancy. Traditional testing methods can lead to a lot of wasted time and extend...
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Try Ranorex Studio
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7 Tips to Take Test Automation to the Next Level 
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